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What

Why

Embed and analysis
of documents

Document Cloud is a system to upload, share, embed and
analyze documents.
It is developed by New York Times and is today run by
Investigative Reporters and Editors.

Create a new project

Click "+ New Project". You can upload a whole series of
documents at once by subsequent clicking on the "+ New
Documents" when you are in your new project.
Remember to make the documents public in connection with the
upload, if that's what you want. You may have documents
private, shared with others or public.

Make a note

When you open a document, you can add notes. Click on Add a
Public Notice

Select Range and
enter text.

You get a selection tool, an intersection, to highlight the relevant
part of the document, and you can add title and explanation. You
can later go back and edit - even after the note is embedded.

How
www.docum
entcloud.org
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Embed note

You can embed the entire document what you rarely use. Or you
can embed a note:

Once you have selected the note, you get an embed code that
you can copy and paste into a Web page:

Analyses of projects
in
overviewproject.org

You can analyze a single document or the whole project. You
will then be automatically sent to overviewproject.org where you
can download the document or the whole project to an analysis
of key words and other things.
Overview Project supports different languages as Swedish.

With DocumentCloud you can in an article embed a small part of a document, and if you then click on the
embedded bite, you can see the entire document.
This can be done in different ways. Here is a Danish example:
http://www.ir-d.dk/mrsa-testresult-kept-secret-for-more-than-one-month/
Also in this example, the Washington Post has been using Document Cloud - note that in the fourth
section are some lines of text marked with gray background color - try clicking on them and see what
happens.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/sf/national/2014/08/03/fresh-doubts-over-a-texas-execution/
If you want to "just" embed documents in a website, Document Cloud also an opportunity:
http://www.theguardian.com/world/interactive/2013/jun/06/verizon-telephone-data-court-order

